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\6. A.,"ocl· I
The residents of different streets with varying traffic den- .
sity and bUildin~ density were questioned about annoyance due~:
to traffic noise and air pollution. The results show that
annoyance felt i~ dependent not only on the fuea~~red noise le-
vels and/or air pollution concentrations, but that there do
exist interacti~nsbetween the re~ldential quarters, and anno -
ance. These interactions should be considered while fixing .
the limits and standards.
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6THE ANNOYANCE DUE TO NOISE AND AIR POLLUTION TO THE RESIDENTS
- OF HEAVILY FREQUENTED STREETS
H. U. Wanner, Brigit Wehrli, J. Nemecek, and Verena Turrian*
HOW LARGEIS THE DEGREE AND THE FREQUENCY OF NOISE
AND AIR POLLUTION ANNOYANCE UNDER INNER-CITY COND-
ITIONS$ THE SUBJECTIVE RESPONSE TO THE ANNOYANCES
THAT ARE'USED TO DEFINE LIMITING VALUES WERE DETER-
MINED IN"INQUIRIES IN THE CITY OF ZURICH.
I. INTRODUCTION AND DEFINITION OF THE PROBLEM
Environmental hygiene is nowadays not only concerned with /108'*
the identification of toxic effects by foreign substances in water
and air, but more and more with environmental conditions that are
not immediately the cause of illness. Such environmental condi-
tions, for instance noise and air pollution, nevertheless may
be the cause for physiological c.hange processes (such as biochem-
ical changes or reactions of the central nervous system) or they
are felt subjectively as an annoyance.
Such annoyances through emissions into the environment
whatever their type may reduce the physical and psychological
health and, in this sense, they are an impairment of health
according to the definition of the WHO. In order to assess the
damage to health<caused by the environment, it is necessary to
develop criteria for the degree of annoyance. In this endeavor
one encounters several problems of measurement technique in
that simple physiological parameters or inquiries with respect
_, to one particular annoyance factor are not sufficient. On the
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the contrary, it is necessary to compare statements with respect
to different disturbance factors. In this respect of importance
are data on direct reactions and behavioral changes, aside from
the statements on the annoyance level, so that it becomes possi-
ble to estimate the degree to which an intended behavior has
been impaired or prevented.
Additional factors of importance in influencing the degree
and type of annoyance are habituation and sensitizin@; i_ addi-
tion, there are the effects of generalization and transfer, that
is the response to certain disturbances by its general Social
importance. As a consequence of this complexity, the annoyance
by traffic noise, to quote an example, cannot be the same for
all peeple. Young and old-people, and inhabitants of various
quarters will respond by different value scales and reactions.
At this point, the question as to formation of representative
groups appears, in particular, with respect to the definition
of permissible levels and limiting values.
_ Previous investigations on annoyance by traffic noise were
based on relationships between the number of annoyed persons and
the measured level ofnolse. This type of "dose-effect relation-
ship" is basic for an assessment of the degree of annoyance;
however, whenever one wants to determine the level of permissible
noise to be defined for a given group of persons, difficulties
appear. This type of assessment requires the inclusion of ad-
ditional boundary conditions, such as the influence of addition-
al factors and the response to specific sources of disturbance.
It would also be desirable to check the subjective annoyance
against other, for instance, physiological studies.
The current work compares the annoyance due to two primary
sources in clt_ traffic, that is. noise and air oollution_ the
effect of the local situation is taken into account as much as
possible. We have questioned the inhabitants Of streets in four
quarters 'with different:trafflc density and building density.
2
The program is part of a research project on air pollution $n
4_
roads [8] supported by the Schweizerische Nationalfond_ _
2. DESCRIPTION OF/THE QUARTERS
The streets of our study are in the older, relatively cen-
,I
tral section of the city of Zurich. In the case of three of the
quarters, the streets have high traffic density and are immed-
iately adjacent to the living quarters: Wehntalerstrssse, Winter-
thurerstrasse, and Langstrasse. The quarter "Oerlikon" with
purely iocal traffic was chosen for comparison purposes.
OERLIKON (OE)I: Residential area with multi-family houses /109
and some small one-family houses on landscaped lots. The age of
the buildings is between 20 and 40 years. On the whole, the
building density is low with lots of greenery; the quarter is
situated between t_o major traffic arteries.
WEHNTALERSTR_SSE !(IWE): Residential quarter along a major
artery; multi'family houses of similar construction, all about
40 years old. Relatively low_ building density with lots of
greenery. Two groups maF be distinguished in this quarter:
houses situated directly along the road, and houses farther
back, behind the fiirst row_ The first group will be called
"up front" (WEv), :the second "behind" (WEh).
WINTERTHURERSTRASSE (WI); Residential area with a few
offices. Situated at a traffic artery with streetcars. Multi-
family houses of similar construction, age about 50 - 60 years.
High density, no gardens.
LA Residential and commercial area, mixedLANGSTRASSE ( ):
offices,, restaurants. Multi-family houses, mostly old and
part_ in bad repair.I Very high density . No gardens.
Table I shows the noise levels measured in the four quar-
ters. The measurements were made on 2 days each in summer and
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winter, each time during 24 hour periods. In 3 of the quar-
ters additional measurements were made, 30 minutes each; this
allows to determine the average level in a quarter. The three
traffic arteries are typical for inner-city streets With high
• traffic density and noise levels. By contrast, Oerlikon is
considered a relatively quiet inner-city residential area.
Table 2 shows:the major measurements of air pollution.
The gaseous components were measured in each quarter at 20 -
25 locations simultaneously in summer and winter. Suspended
dust was measured _urlng a year at a location in Oerlikon,
one at Wehntalerstrasse, and one at Langstrasse. The measur-
ing technique and the health implications of these measurements
were already published elsewhere in detail [i, 6].
Quarter _[_LI_ i,_N_'.'_r,_,_ r_N._[ _I:IT[_T_'_t_S'_SS[ _',X,*,T_S_.
_Building type and _ .=_ _ _:_;:_
location of the mea, ur ngo ion
_TrafflC density (Tehlcles _er
hou_ ): ,_ s_ _
During the day (06-22 h) _ _ _ _
During the night (22-06 h) _.,_ _ _
Dlus
Number of lanes, streetcar
Figure i. Schematic representation of the four quarters.
Wehntalerstrasse: 2 groups
v = "up front" (hoUses next to the street)and
h = "behind" (houses in the back)
_ Noise (continuous measurements for 24 hours)
0 = Noise (30 minute measurements)
_ = gaseous component of air pollution (30 minute measurements)
= suspended dust (long-term measurement, one year)
3. METHODOLOGY OF. QUESTIONING
The questioning was carried out in written form through
questionnaires. In the case ofth_ Langstrasse, Wehntalerstrasse,_aodW_nte_-
4
thurerstrasse allinhabitants along about 1 km were included;
in the case of Langstrasse, the inhabitants ef the first houses
on streets branching off were also included. In the case of
Oerlikon, the inhabitants of l0 streets in the quarter were
included. In households with several adult members one parti-
cular person was addressed in order to obtain a homogeneous
sample with respect to age and sex.
TABLE I. NOISE LEyEL IN THE FOUR QUARTERS. AVERAGE VALUES OF
4 CONTINUOUS MEASUREMENTS EACH DURING 24 HOURS. IN
PARENTHESES THE RANGE OF THE 30 MINUTE SAMPLES AT
ADDITIONAL LOCATIONS (SEE FIGURE I).
Noise leve! Quarter
OE WZh wLvj ,i L_
Durlngfiheday (06-22 h)
L_,O 55 (_J*61) 5a I_,S-61) 6"7 "_) _4
_,_ "_ 74 147-82) _l ,42o77) II J_ a_
62 (57-70) 61 (56-67_ 70 77 _
During the night (22-06)
LSO 42 4_ 4O se 67
Ll 67 61 '7) 80 g)
_q 53 50 62 _ ?J
TABLE 2. AIR POLLUTION IN THE FOUR QUARTERS. AVERAGE VALUES
OF THE GASEOUS COMPONENTS(30 MINUTE SAMPLES, MEASUR-
ING DATS DURING THE SUMMER OF 1975 AND THE WINTER
OF 1975/76 SUSPENDED DUST: WEEKLY SAMPLES BETWEEN
OCTOBER 1975 AND SEPTEMBER 1976). FOR THE LOCATION
OF THE MEASURING PLACES SEE FIGURE 1.
Quarter
Noise level
Carbonmonoxide (ppm) o., _.o _._ .: _._
Nitrogenmonoxide (ppb) _' _' " -_
Nitrogen dioxide (ppb) _' ,, _, 5_
Carbohydrates without ,_., o., o., :._
methane (ppm)
Sulfur dioxide (ppb) _ _o :, -
Formaldehyde (ppb) ' ' _ _
Par-t.i_u]ate m.ati_ter(l_g/m 3 )
68
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A total of 1958 persons were addressed, 1297 replied;
thus, the return percentage was 66%. By quarter the figures
were 71% for Oerlikon, 67% for Wehntalerstrasse, 75% for
Winterthurerstrasse, and 50% for Langstrasse.
4. COMPARABILITY OF THE QUARTERS WITH RESPECT TO THE SOCIAL
SITUATION
The most important social structures in a quarter are age
and social distribution of the inhabitants and the time during
which they have lived in the quarter.
There are significant differences in the agestructure
of the quarters in'that the quarters with the oldest buildings,
that is Winterthurerstrasse and Langstrasse, also have a grea-
ter age of the inhabitants. As a result, the percentage of 60-
year old persons is different in the quarters: /II0
- Oerlikon : 28%
.. - Wehntalerstrasse 21%
- Winterthurerstrasse 40%
- Langstrasse' 42%
The comparison figure of the percentage of 60-year old
r!
persons among the adults ef the entire city-of Zurich is 30%
[2].
The social structure of the inhabitants in the quarters is
slightly, but not significantly different. The professional
structure and the income distribution are essentially comparable.
Most of the inhabltants belong to the !ower middle class (workers
and white-collar workers with an average income of about 3000 sfr).
However, there are some educational differences. The maj-
ority of the male inhabitants had finished Sekundarschule with
subsequent Job training. The inhabitants of Langstrasse have
6
a somewhat lower educatienal level (23% of the males did only
attend Volksschule), whereas the inhabitants of Winterthurer-
strasse have a somewhat higher level (34% attended a Mittel-
schule).
The percentage of non-employed persons (housewives, social
security recipients) among the persons questioned is also com-
parable; this may be of importance for the annoyance problem.
There is a higher percentage ef social security recipients in
Langstrasse and Winterthurerstrasse, but it is compensated by
a higher percentage ef housewives in Oerlikon and Wehntaler-
strasse.
TABLE 3. FREQUENCY OF ANNOYANCE DUE TO TRAFFIC NOISE, RELATED
TO THE TIME OF DAY WITH THE MAXIMUM DISTURANCE
r_ - .,Often Time of day with the largestQuarte N Seldom or
D
I never j _- .anno_edi._'_.6!annoyance in the case of per-
. a.nn6yed sons who were often dis-
i turbed (100% = tot l Of of-
i , , ten disturbed persons .
06-09 09-19 19-22 22-06
• " " '_'"'16 .... _ ' ....
O£ 3"5 42 16 19 25 40
w_h 91 18 _5 •2 2? 27 44
248 6 67
WEv 8 26 28 39
WI 228 5 71 18 35 19 29
191! 6 72LA 3 I0 15 ?2
The number of years during which the inhabitants had lived
in the quarters was essentially the same. Since all quarters
are established since a long time, more than half of the inhab-
itants lived in their quarters more than l0 years, about 25%
lived there for 4,10 years, and 25 % lived in their quarters for
less than 3 years.
f
In summary we conclude that the social structure of the
four quarters' is not significantly different with the result
that the social boundary conditions should not influence the
response to noise and air pollution.
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5. SUBJECTIVERESPONSETO NOISEAND AIR POLLUTION
Table 3 summarizes the data on the frequency of distur-
bances by trafficnoise, in relation to the time of day with
most of the annoyance. The questionnaire requested a time
of maximum annoyance; only a number answer was possible.
TABLE 4. DEGREE OF ANNOYANCE DUE TO TRAFFIC NOISE, IN RELATION
TO THE TIME OF DAY WITH MAXIMUM ANNOYANCE. CLASSIFI-
CATION OF THE DEGREE ACCORDING TO THE "NOISE THERMO-
METER": 0-3 WEAK, 4-7 MEDIUM, 8-10 STRONG.
Quarter Maximum annoyance durin 5 the day IMaximum annoyance during
ithe night
Total Degree of annoyance !Total Degree of annoyance
" Weak Medium Strong '1 Weak _edium!Strong,
t _ _ N t 2_4
*--".... I " m
228 63 30 ? 14B 69
60
I_ 20 52 20 31 J1 38 31
156
I_ v 12 52 36 " 92 3 39 5e
162
vZ 4 39 S? 56 9 ! _9 $2
6?
LA _.2 49 39 3.24 S _ )9 _$
We have found that w_th the exception of Oerlikon a large per-
centage of the people, in the case of houses directly on heavy-
traffic streets even the majority, felt annoyed frequently.
However, the time of day with maximum annoyance differs. As a
whole, the largest percentage of people was annoyed during the
night, except in the case of Winterthurerstrasse; however, the
figures are only significant at the houses in the back of ("behind")
We_e_!._sseandon Langstrasse.
We have in addition to the frequency of annoyance, obtained
data on the intensity. The degree of subjectively felt annoy-
ance was measured by asking the respondents to classify their
8
response on a "nOise thermometer" which had been previously
tested [9]; the scale ranges from 0 to lO. Level 0 means no
noise disturbance, level i0 that the annoyance is unbearable.
Table 4 shows a summary of the degree of annoyance during
day and night hours. We _ind, as we did with respect to fre-
quency, that with_the exception of the Winterthurerstrasse the
percentage of annoyed people is larger during the night.
Figure 2 shows these statements as a function of the cor-
responding noise levels. The relationship between the measured
noise levels (average noise level L50 and equivalent continuous
noise level Leq) and the amount of annoyance is more pronounced
during the day than during, the night. Nevertheless, neither
L50 nor Leq show a clear correlation with the percentage of
strongly annoyed individuals. The following points are of in-
terest :
• /iii
W-_ E_ _ _'_v _-_ _-_'I
percentage of str0ngly auring the daY (06-22 h)
annoyed persons
30
I0
0
_I-;_56-60r,l-6S_6-7071-;5 61-65_6-7071-757_S0 _(A)
Percentage of strongly during the night (22-06 h)
annoyed persons .....
Figure 2. Noise pollution and subjective annoyance: during the
the day and during the night.
9
- Given the Same noise level (both L50 and Leq) the per-
centage of strongiy annoyed persons during the day is 39_ at
Langstrasse,. but 57% at Winterthurerstrasse. In the same range
of Leq values 7% in Oerlikon were strongly annoyed; the corres-
ponding value at the h_u_es_,_$n.-thebackof_Wehn.ta.le._:s_tra_e_w_i_O%_j_b
discrepancies are even more obvious during the night: Oerlikon
7% and 31% at the rear end of Wehntalerstrasse, with the L50
and L values about the same.
eq
- The percentage of strongly annoyed persons during the
night is about the same as the front end of Wehntalerstrasse,
on Langstrasse, and Winterthurerstrasse, although the noise
levels were quite different. Even with Leq values in the range
of 61-65 dB(A) more than 50% of the inhabitants are strongly
disturbed; however, the percentages do not increase with in-
creasing noise levels.
-Particularly high are the percentages of strongly dis-
turbed persons during the night in the eases where the houses
are directly on traffic arteries. Taking the group which res-
ponded by the thermometer value of I0 (unbearable), we quote
the persons on Langstrasse: 75% quoted maximum disturbances
during the night.
'_e sensitivity durin$ the night is equally obvious in Figure
3. Although the Leq values are lower during the night (this
is particularly pronounced in the case of WEh) , the percentage
Of strongly annoyed persons is significantlyincreased
in the case of Wehntalerstrasse and Langstrasse.
Figure 4 shows the dependence of the number of strongly
annoyed persons on the traffic frequency. The correlation
is fairly good during the day. Thus, it is conceivable that
the difference between the percentages of strongly annoyed
persons between the Winterthurerstrasse and Langstrasse has
to do with traffic frequency. There is the complication that
lO
in the case of Winterthurerstrasse additional disturbances
by the streetcars occur; they were not included in the ques-
tionnaires. By contrast, during the night the picture is
essentially the same as the one with respect to the noise level:
Already at a traffic frequency of 100 vehicles/hour on the
average (Wehntalerstrasse) 50% of the persons are strongly
annoyed. This percentage does not increase with traffic
density and was even obtaina_ for the 600 vehicles/hour in the
case of Langstrasse. ,
% of strongly _]-day (06-22 h)
anno/ed persons _" night (22-06 h)
Io
o _ _ !_
t_o
I_(A)
n-is I-
Figure 3. Comparison of noise level and subjective annoyance;
during, the day and during the night_ay (06._-22h)% of strongly _
annoyed persons _night (22-06 h)
• f,O ,% ,
/
/
] s
I
o
10 j
0
4, ,_ ,._,Traffic density/vehicles
per hour
Figure 4. _.An_0_ance due to noise as a function of traffic
frequency; during the day and during the night, ll
TABLE 5. FREQUENCY AND DEGREE OF ANNOYANCEDUE TO AIR POLLUTION.
PERCENTAGESOF "OFTEN" DISTURBEDPERSONS AND OF "STRONG-
LY" DISTURBEDPERSONS (SCALERANGE 8-10). /112
i
Quarter N Often a;n't_oyed_:;,;,_;_:persons Strongly annoyed persons
(%) (_)
C'£ 480 ]._
97 12
WEh 25
263 26
WEv 45
5O
wI 248 73 ,
47
LA 209 64
As we did in the case of traffic noise, the frequency and
intensity of the subjective annoyance was researched in the
case of air pollution; Again, the intensity was determined by
the interrogated persons themselves on a "thermometer."
Table 5 summarizes the degree and the frequency of annoy-
ance due to air pollution. The correlation of the subjective
annoyance and of the level of actual pollution is not very good;
the amount of pollution is clearly largest on Langstrasse.
This is due to two factors: on the one hand, the gaseous pol-
lutants (with the CO and NO2 components) are difficult to ob-
serve by the victims, while there is a strong correlation be-
tween the annoyance by noise and by pollution so that we may
assume that the inhabitants of a street with a high noise leve!
automatically assume that the degree of pollution, too, is very
high.
In summary, we find the following correlations among the
annoyance measures:
12
- Frequency of annoyance due to air pollution and frequency
of annoyance due to noise y = 0.78
- Intensity of disturbance due to air pollution and inten-
sity of disturbance due to noise:y =0.72.
This relationship is represented in fig. 5. We see that
in the case of Wehntalerstrasse the number of people disturbed
by air pollution is 2 to 3 times as high as in Oerlikon, al-
though the'emission concentration is fairly low in Wehntaler-
strasse. The number of people complaining about air pollution
is about as high in Winterthurerstrasse as in Langstrasse, al-
though in the latter location the concentration of gaseous as
well as suspended pollutants is about twice as high. The fact
that we obtain everywhere high correlations between the subjec-
tive annoyance bynolse and byalr pollution probably means
that the annoyance felt by air pollution depends on the inten-
sity of annoyance due to noise.
% of annoyed _,Noise
.persons m.air_pollutien
Z
r
o
Figure 5. Comparison of the subjective annoyance due to noise
and due to air pollution.
TABLE 6..INTENSITY OF ANNOYANCE DUE TO NOISE AND AIR POLLUTION AS
A FUNCTION OF AGE. BASED ON THE "THERMOMETER" WITH THE
SCALE RANGE 8-10 = STRONGLY ANNOYED.
Age group N Percentage of strongly annoyed persons
(years) by noise (%) by air pollution(%)
• 10 241 16 2:
30 - _,0 410 23 32
$O 634 34 _T
L.
6. SOCIAL INFLUENCES AND THE INFLUENCE OF THE LOCATION OF THE
LIVING QUARTERS
The strongest influence with respect to the subjective annoy-
ance is presented by age both in case of noise and air pollution
(see Table 6).
The stronger_reaction by older people is also seen in the
difference of the individual reactions. Older people are more
often scared by a noise event, and they take more frequently
sleeping pills because of the noise (see Section 7).
We have not found an influence of the duration of habitation
with respect to noise annoyance which would lead to some getting
use to the noise, or conversely, a successive sensibilization.
The location°of the living quarters were generally of lit-
tle importance for the degree of annoyance due to noise. There
was a weak correlation with the height above ground: The inhab-
itants of the ground floor and the first level up were a little
less frequently disturbed to a large degree than the inhabitants
of floors higher up.
There is a certain influence of the location of the rooms
with respect to noise annoyance: The percentage of persons who
feel "strongly disturbed" by noise is significantly higher,
if the living or bedroom faces the street. This difference is
only noticeable, if the house is directly on the street. The
degree of annoyance due to air pollution does not depend on the
location of the rooms.
7. CONSEQUENCES AND REACTIONS
The most important health impairments due to noise have
to do with sleeplessness. Table 7 shows that 35 to 40% of the
14
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inhabitants of quarters with z high noise level complain about
disturbances of the recreative functions (sleep and recreation).
About a third of the inhabitants of these quarters also complain
about disturbances of communicative functions. This type of
disturbance is a little less pronounced on Langstrasse than on
Wehntalerstrasse and Winterthurerstrasse, although the noise
levels are about the same. This situation is similar to the one
already noted with respect to the intenstiy of disturbances; note,
in particular, the day-tlme situation on Lanstrasse and Winter-
thurerstrasse (see Table 4).
TABLE 7. DISTURBANCES OF LIVING FUNCTIONS DUE TO NOISE. /113
Living function Percentage of frequent dis-
turbances
OE _h _v WI
Recreative functions
? 21 39 35 4O
(sleep, recreation)
Communicative functions.
$ 20 30 30 22
(Radio, TV, telephone)
Productive functions
1 4 12 19 15
lwork )
TABLE 8. REACTIONS TO NOISE ANNOYANCE
Reactions Percentage of frequent_reactions
OE WE h WE v WZ LA
Consumption of sleeping pills
and tranquilizers' _o 57 28 53 33
Use of ear plugs .- 7 12 _7 n 3o
Closing She windows (during n n 6o _9 27
the day) '
Improving the insulation of 5 u _3 2_ 2,
t_b_he _l_l ng q_ ers.
There are ba_sically two types of reactions: Reactions that
are aimed at an improved adaptation, and the solution of moving.
15
out. Table 8 shows a summary of this type of "adaptation re-
actions." Aside from the pervasive reaction of closing the
windows the sleeping-pill consumption and the use of ear plugs
are most frequent; The statements are closely correlated with
the percentage of "strongly annoyed" persons in the respective
quarters. Considering people older than 50 years, responsible
for a larger percentage of "strongly annoyed" persons, we find
an increase ¢f individuals taking sleeping pills because of
the noise problem:to 28% by comparison with the group of 30-50
year old people (21%) and the group below 30(9%).
TABLE 9. INTENT TO MOVE OUT DUE TO NOISE AND AIR-POLLUTION
PROBLEMS (MULTIPLE STATEMENTS POSSIBLE)
Quarter N Percentage of inhabitants with moving
intentions
. Due to noise Due to air pollution
e
%
O£ 45L ? 6
W£h 9"/ 17
WEv .. 263 32 2,_
• <
WI • 2.48 3_ .-
LA 209 38 _.
A clear difference among the quarters is shown by moving
intentions (Table 9). If one considers the age of the respon-
dents it is clear that younger people are more ready to move
out. The reasons for the moving intentions may be different;
in any case, younger people do not consider the living situa-
tion as definitlve. The older people have, presumably, a closer
relationship with their quarters; this may be the reason for
their more "individually defensive" reaction against distur-
bances, such as taking sleeping pills and using ear plugs a-
gainst noise. The largest differences are found on Winterthurer-
strasse: Here, 57% of the people below 30 would like to move
out, but only 26% of the people older than 50.
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g8. CONCLUSIONS
We find the following general conclusions: Among the
inhabitants of quarters with traffic arteries of high vehicle
frequences about two thirds are frequently disturbed by noise
and air pollution, half are "strongly" disturbed; the percen-
tage of people who are "occasionally", "weakly", or "never"
disturbed is lessthan 10%. By comparison, in the case of
the Oerllkon quarter with its local traffic the percentage
of the "strongly" disturbed people is only 7%, whereas about
two thirds of the people claim to be "mildly" disturbed, 40%
"seldom" or "never." In general, the annoyance is more pro-
nounced at night, lin particular by older people. The same
behavior is evidenced by the different reactions to the noise an-
noyance: About a third of the inhabitants of quarters next to
traffic arteries complain about sleeplessness, about the same
number of people use sleeping pills or tranquilizers, about 25%
experience disturbances of their communicative functions, and
a third has plans to move out either because of noise or air-
pollution annoyance. By comparison, in the case of the 0erlikon
quarter, the values are between 5 and 10%.
If one compares the frequency and the intensity of the sub-
Jective annoyancewith the measured noise levels or the concen-
trations of dust or gaseous pollutants, the four quarters we
have investigated do not present a clear picture. For instance,
the percentage of people who are "strongly" disturbed in the
off-street houses on Wehntalerstrasse, both during the day and
during the night, is significantly higher than in 0erlikon; thi_
is in spite of the essentially similar levels of noise and air
pollution. The location next to traffic artery probably influe-
nces the reactions, even if the row of houses between the speci-
fic location and the artery significantly reduces the noise level
and the air pollution. Additional problems, related to the high /I14
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traffic volume, such as the increased accident risk, the
difficulty to cross the street, the separation of a formerly unif-
ied quarter by the artery, may influence on the subjective annoy-
ance by noise and air pollution. The inhabitants of Oerlikon, by
contrast (some of them being the owners of one-family houses with
gardens), have a more positive reaction to their living area.
As a result, the percentage of "strongly" annoyed people by
noise (at a relatively high level, in fact) remains below 10%.
An "influence of the quarter" of another type is probably
responsible for some of the responses from Langs_rasse: Here,
the percentage of "strongly" annoyed people is noticeably smal-
ler than in the case of the otherwise similar Winterthurerstrasse
quarter (including the smaller amount of disturbances of the com-
munlcative functions); this may have to do with the fact that
Langstrasse with its many offices, businesses and restaurants
has intrinsically a higher noise level which is accepted, in
particular, since quite a few of the inhabitants are related to
these business enterprises. In summary we conclude that the
noise level alone does not allow conclusions as to the percent-
age of annoyed individuals. One must take the specific details
of a quarter into account.
TABLE 10. Noise levels and the quality of living areas [I0]
m,
in dB(A) Percentage of Evaluation of the quality
LS0
During the day annoyed persons living area
Up to 50 3 -5 Quiet living area
.51-60 5 -12 Livingareawith average
noise disturbances
61-65 20-25 High noise level; measures
ought to be taken.
above 65 above 50 Very high noise level;
drastic_changes required.
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A relatively good cQrrelation was found between the
percentage of "strongly" disturbed persons durin_ the day and
the traffic frequency. By contrast during the night, about 50%
of the people thought to be "strongly" annoyed at an average
level of 100 vehicles per hour, and this number did not increase
even at the level of 600 vehicles/hour. Additional indications
to the effect tha_ the traffic frequency is an important para-
meter in evaluating the intensity of disturbances are found in
Swedish investigations [5]. The best correlation here was found
with the frequency of truck traffic. Further studies have to
show that these tentative conclusions have a general validity.
Of particular importance for the establishment of limiting
values are the often highly sisnlficant differences in the subj-
ective annoyances between day and night ,.We find that during the
night the percentage of people who are "strongly" disturbed is
larger than during the day; this is in contradiction to a study
made in Vienna, where it was found that during the day more
people are disturbed by noise than during the night [_]. Aside
from th_s discrepancy, the Vienna study has also shown a very
good correlation between annoyance by noise and by air pollut-
ion, with the noise being the crucial factor.
If we compare our results on the four inner-city quarters
with those of the study "Wohnen im Neubau" [living in new hous-
ing areas], [9], and the "Flugarmstudie" [Aircraft noise study],
[3], which contain the results of questionnaires on traffic
noise, we see that in these studies, during the day, the L50
levels were around 56-60 dB(A) and resulted in about i0% of
"strongly" disturbed persons, that is about the same number we
found in Oerlikon. On the 66-70 dB(A) level, these studies
had about 50% or Just a little more than we found on the front
portion of Wehntalerstrasse at corresponding noise levels.
The disturbances of communicative functions and reactions at
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comparable noise levels were of the same order of magnitude. _
A study in Paris [2] obtained a relation between the subjective
noise annoyance and the general satisfaction with the living
area; this study regarded the satisfaction with the living room
as an input variable for the intensity of the noise annoyance.
Table I0 shows a noise-level classification on the basis of
the two studies in Sw±tzerland [9]. On this basis, the noise dis-
turbance on Wehntalerstrasse, Winterthurerstrasse, and Langstrasse
values between 67 and 74 dB(A) during the day and between(Ls0
48 and 67 dB(A) during the night) is very high; this is in agree-
ment with more than 50% of the people being "strongly" annoyed
by noise. It is obvious that in these quarters the critical limit
for Noise annoyance beyond which health-impairing events due to
noise disturbance occur in increasing numbers has been exceeded.
Drastic changes, either by architectural or traffic means, must
be undertaken. S_milar measures should be contemplated in the
case of the rear end of Wehntalerstrasse with its 20 - 25%
"strongly" annoyed persons.
Questionable are still the evaluation criteria for permis-
sible noise levels during the night; it is clear, however, that
a situation in which more than 50% of the inhabitants are
"strongly" disturbed by noise, as is the case with the above
streets, is not within permissible limits.
If plans are made with respect to nominal and limiting
values or if improvements are mapped out, the evaluations of
the type studied in this work on noise and air-pollution annoy-
ance should be taken into account. The specifics of inner-clty
quarters must clearly be considered. Not answered is the ques-
tion as to additional parameters: aside from the noise level /115
the amount of air pollution, the traffic frequency and the type
of traffic, the architectural structure and the location of
the quarters should be included.
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Please fill out as completelyas possible,and return
withil_,8 days i.n the enclosed envelope (tmst.ampe_I).
r
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I. Below is a list of characteristics describing a living environment.
Please place an x in each line for the characteristic which best /i_
• describes oY_9_V_immediate environment. Do not omit any lines and place
an x in only one box in each line.
Here is an example with the pair of characteristics "inviting" -
"inhospitable" z |
inhospitable J [] [] [] q] [] [] [] ._ inviting
If, in your opinion, your immediate environment is very inviting,
place an x at the extreme right; if you consider your immediate en-
vironment very inhospitable, pli_ce an x at the extreme left. If
your opinion falls in between, place an x in the box which corres-
ponds to your opinion.
inhospitable invitin s
monoto_ous exciting
dcad Iively
snrange familiar
thteat en__g safe
, ro i s y quiet
dirty clean
had sme!ling ;)ieasant smelling
[oreign na tive ,
-diffe_ent l
...... _elpJ. ul
na r]?ow- in i rid od b ro_.l 1]- mJ.nd od
boring entertaififng
_Ioomy bright
unfriendly friend!y
poor wea ithy
Numbers in margin indicate foreign pagination
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2. Do you have the window open in your bedroom at night?
frequently ...o........,, E]
, occasionally ........... .. _]
seldom ..,..,.0.0..,....,. F]
" never E]° • e e e 0 0 0 o Q _ ® e o o o o o o e
If "seldom '_or "never" do you have a special reason?
noise .................... _]
bad smell ...... o......... []
other .................... C]
3. You know that many people today are distrubed by traffic noise. _Tow
is your situation, are you bothered at home by traffic noise?
frequently ,.............. L_
occasionally ............. []
seldom ................... []
never []o e • • . e o • • • • • • • • • 6 e • •
I! IIIf "frequently", occasionally" or seldom", at what ci_me does
traffic noise disturb you the most? (only ore entry, please)
in the morning (6-9)...... [q
r']
during the day (9-19) .... L:
evenings (19-22) ......... []
nights ...... (22-6) ....... []
4. Does it happen that the traffic noise
frequently occasionally seldom nevqr
startlesyou _--I -q c] -7" • e e • • 4 • • • • o o o o . o o _ e o o [_ joe • • • ° ° o Q L__ o • • t 4 o e[__
- disturbs your sleep .............. 7 [] [-] r]._o • • • • o o ° o °8oo o o oL.
bothers you while listening
to the radio or watching TV...... [] ........ [] .... [] ...f-q
- disturbs you during conversation
or when telephoning _] _] F] _• ° • o • • o . ° e e o qj o • • • o o o o _ en gl o o ° e eL.. -
- is harmful to your peace arm
relaxation _] _] _] _• • • o o o o . | o o Q • • o o m ° Q Q o • • • • . o o o • o • o • . .
disturbs you work F] [-] c] -_
- at "'°''''''''" •.... ... ,..0 L ...L_
2
• <
5, _!as the traffic noise led you or a member of your family for example
yes no
- to use cotton (Ohropax) or similar
means at night .....,. .... 0. ........ .°..... [] ..... []
. - to take sleeping pills or tranquilizers ,.. [] ..,,, []
- to keep the window closed during the day., [] ,.°,, []
2 to have your home better insulated against
noise .o...,.,o....o....,,...°...........,. [] ..... []
- to have discussed with a doctor possible
damages to your health ,.,,..,,.., .... ,..,. _] ,.... _]
6, Do you have a balcony facing the street?
yes .... .[] no ....._]
If yes, do you use the balcony
frequentl] FnT • • • e O 0 e • • e 6 0 • •
u.3
occasionally ... .... ..... []
seldom .... ...... ........ E]
If "seldo_" or "never" _]oyou have a specific reasorJ?
iqt sma]1OO . • ° • 0 ° , , , ° ° , , 0 , • .__
Cqtoo little s_u] .......... u_
noise ..,.. ...... . ..... .. F]
_.ust • ]o • o • • • • • • • o (0 o • • odD • $
bad 1"1 []sine . ,.0,.,,,.,,....
rqother ..........,........ _
7. Does Lt happen that you close your window at home because of dust
or exhaust fumes?
]frequently ........... .....
-]occasionally .... ..... .°. __
seldom ................. . _-]
q
never .,...........,...,, _._
3
If "frequently '°or "occasionally", mostly at what time of the year?
Winter ,.......°.°°. _]
• []Summer °.° 00°i° ..o°°
. The whole year ....o []
8. If you are in front of your house, are you bothered by car exhaust
fumes ?
frequently ..°..°... []
occasionally ....... E]
seldom " E]° o i o o 0 o o ° • • • •
P'I
never ..,......,..o. _
9. Assume this is a thermometer with which you could measure how much
traffic noise and air pollution _others you at home.
i_- •The i0 mark means that traJf_c noise and air pollution in your home
are almost unbearable; the 0 mark that they dlon't bother you at all.
_¢here woulc] you personnaly grade traffic noise and air pollution on
this thermometer? (Please mark the scale)
' Traffic _oise Air Pollution
I0 - _- unbearable bother I0 - -
9 - "i- 9 - -
I
8 .... 8 - -
6 ..... 6 - .
5 ..... 5 -- -
4 .... LI....
3 .... 3 ....
I -".... I -- -
0 -i no bother at all 0 -- -
4 (_) ()
Finally, we do have several statisticalquestions; would you please
check the applicableboxes8
_5_" under 20 ..o,o°.°.,..°.°.. _]
21 - 30 ..,..o....o..o.°o[]
° 31 - 40 .°...o.,......,.°[]
41 - 50 ..,......°.°°°,°,[3
51-60 ................E]
over 60 ........... ° ..... []
Sex" female ...... []
male ...... []
Present occupation: self spouse
Worker, skilled worker, foreman .............. E_ ....... [-]
busi>ess and technical employee,
[_ I]official .................................... .........
[]*," -_" _ loyee or official,self pl[,anao_r:c eml) -era oyed .. • .... .. _-
E]Retired ..................................... • ...... --
not elpcloyed, i.e. housewife, student ........ _] ....... []
Income (Francs per month) self spouse
less than _ 000 .................... . ...... [] ''''''' []
2,ooo - 3,0oo .................... . .......... E] ....... []
I'- E "l3 O00 4 000 ']| -- , ma ID oo e • • e o e eoo eoe o dl aoo oo o oo o o oo o • • • o • o
over 4 ooo [] F]9 o • • • • o e • o 0 e eo eeoo qDo 4 oooo eooQo eoooo oo4oo °4
_,or]e .......................... . .............. E] ....... m]
Education. self spouse
elementary school ............................[] ....... []
secondary school, trade school ....... ........ 7] ....... []
high school university _] ....... _]• j e qJ ° e e eo° o o e • o e dDq_ 0 0 0 ° e °
How lone. have you lived illyour present dwellin},.?
Less than I year ............. _] ....... []
• I - 3 years ......... . ......... [] ....... I-]
4 - IO years .................. l-] ....... I-]
" I0 years [] I--}over ...........,...,. ....... __
On which floor do you live?
Ground floor o....o..o°°.......... []
Ist floor .... ..°0,..°°..° ......... []
2nd floor []0o@oooeeo° °nee o0@ °o°oeeee
3rd floor ....... ...... ..... .... ... []
4th floor and up .... ...° ...... .... []
Which rooms of your dwelling are facing the street?
(main thoroughfare)
Living room ..... '''"'"'''"'" []
bedroom ...... ....... ..... ''''''''" HI
Children's room ................... []
kitchen, bath, toilet ............. [-]
other room ....... •................. _-]
How do you rate tilerent for your dwel!inR ,?
cheap .................... ........ []
appropriate .... . .................. _]
t:oo _Lgh ......... ...... ...... ..... L]]
, _r, ve you occasion§_ tho_Kp_uahtof movin_ out?
. []ves ,•, •,,° , _ nO • ,°°•°, ° •
If yes, For what reason?
Change of _4ork Or residence ............ ..... ........ _]
space reasons []o@eooseooes oo_eo ®o QOQO Oomoe O°ooe_o jo eOo
noise ..... .......... . ............ []ooo¢oomeoe ooleoooooQ e
air [ ]lution []
other .. .............. ................. ............... []
_Do you s:noke?
never ........ ..... ..... . _]
occasionally ............ [_]
_egularly ......... ....... []
Does an__yoneelse smoke in your dwelling?
never ........ ............ m]
occas_onally ..,. ......... []
reg_,larly ...... ...... .... []
, 6
